
Welcome to your Imaginary Culture!

When you’re making up fantastic places & people, whole imagined civilizations – it’s 

intermittently a bit tricky to really visualize what these places & people might be like – 

particularly in terms of what kinds of things they might make & possess & trade & 

venerate.  It’s fairly peculiar that, for example, we trade in paper images of our ancient 

rulers, create books about imaginary lands & venerate striped cloth, a game about hitting 

a ball & a pastry made of tree-fruits.  Just as an example – cooked down to the barest 

essential qualities everything about culture becomes alien, strange – there is a removal 

that lets you really examine what is essential to people.  And that is the ethos behind this 

book – that you can fabricate a lot of fantastic cultural identity from invented material.   

The motivation for this collection of tables has always been that it is boring to write down 

that your character has a sword.  Sword, Torch, Rope, Armor – it gets the job done, 

certainly, but it leaves the character seemingly flat and ill-defined.  The worst fate a 

character can endure is not to have bad stats, not to have a poor build, but to somehow fail 

to pop out and become an identity the worst thing that can happen to a PC is that they 

become just a series of numbers on a piece of paper.  A math problem that kills dragons. 

Here, we try to flesh out your character’s stuff & help you to fabricate a material world for 

them to have arisen from out of.  A background replete with favorite meals, cultural 

outfits, military regalia & specialist tools – all unique, all yours.   

If you want your character to have a Sword, a torch, a rope & armor – you’ve not done 

anythign wrong!  But you’ve been misled, about what kinds of worlds can be built, about 

how far into the imagination this hobby can take us.  Transcend the regular, starting here. 

What this book is for 

The English Language uses word order to distinguish between the types & classes of 

adjectives.  The pattern is recapitulated in the title of this book & the idea behind the 

tables presented here is that you can progressively apply descriptors to any piece of 

equipment.  When it is time for you to roll up a piece of gear start at the beginning – 

Cardinality – that is Definite Articles & Numbers  - progress through the charts to see how 

many different descriptions apply to your item – and finally, roll up your item from the list 

of Nouns toward the back.  If you’re confused about what something is – an alphabetical 

glossary is provided last.  If you feel you’ve rolled up something preposterous, absurd or 

merely ridiculous, congratulations!  You’re taking exciting steps toward cooler 

storytelling.
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How to use this book 

You’ll need a d20 and a set of d% - percentile dice or another means of randomly 

generating a number between 1-100.   

The d20 determines which tables you roll on – the d% determines the results of the 

individual tables.  Work through each section – by rolling d20 to determine if you’ll need 

to generate a d% result on the indicated table.  If the d20 roll is too high, skip that table 

and move on to the next.  Finally – you’ll find the section of Items – it’s up to you to 

determine what type of item, which Noun, you want appended to your list of descriptors.  

You can randomly determine which of the 13 Item tables to roll on as well, if you so 

choose.  The progression is presented below: 

Cardinality  1-5 on d20 

Opinions – 1-15 on d20 (Table 1: 1-5), (Table 2: 6-10), (Table 3: 11-15) 

Size – 1-8 on d20 (Table 1: 1-4), (Table 2: 5-8) 

Sequence – 1-8 on d20 

Form – 1-8 on d20 

Color – 1-8 on d20 

Origins – 1-8 on d20 (Table 1: 1-4), (Table 2: 5-8) 

Materials – 1-19 on d20 – Or Choose (1-6 Solids, 7-12 Fluids, 13-19 Flexible) 

Functions – 1-8 on d20 (Table 1: 1-4), Table 2: 5-8) 

Item – Choose the Table – or roll d20 to determine which table to use 

1-2 1 Weapon  11-12 6 Accessories  18 11 Random 

3-4 2 Armor  13 7 Innate Qualities  19 12 Random 

5-6 3 Tool   14-15 8 Animals   20 13 Random 

7-8 4 Supplies 16 9 Items 

9-10 5 Clothing 17 10 Provisions 
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Cardinality – Roll on this table if you roll 1-5 on d20 

It’s possible to end up with enough to outfit an army, feed a regiment 

or drown a whale – you can also end up with something really unique, 

something special & known only to the elites, like you. 
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Claims – Roll on this table if you roll 1-5 on d20

Everyone’s got opinions and most of them will tell you what they are.  

The opions presented here are all of variable types – Claims are things 

that you migh think about your item and want others to believe.
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Beliefs – Roll on this table if you roll 6-10 on d20

Here we think about what is believed about your item.  By you, by 

others, by the world at large.   
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Beliefs – Roll on this table if you roll 11-15 on d20

Your item has been judged and found to be _______.  
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Smaller – Roll on this table if you roll 1-4 on d20 

In general an item is of a size that’s normally useful to you, in some 

cases though you end up with something oddly sized.  This table isn’t 

constrained toward smaller objects but it does tend toward the small. 
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Larger – Roll on this table if you roll 5-8 on d20 

Larger items aren’t ordinarily so large that they’re unusable, 

sometimes a normally small item can be larger and evolve a whole 

new use. 
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Sequence – Roll on this table if you roll 1-8 on d20 

Sequence reflects where the item’s existence occurs relative to others 

of its kind or to contemporary timelines or even to your own 

possession of it.  Rarely an item will be too old or too weathered to 

function properly 
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Form – Roll on this table if you roll 1-8 on d20 

Things tend to be shaped like what they are.  Swords are sword-

shaped, dogs are dog-shaped.  Still, sometimes there are variants with 

their own distinctive form & altered function 
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Coloration – Roll on this table if you roll 1-8 on d20 

Notable or particularly vivid colors areworthy of comment here, 

otherwise things have the color that you expect them to have.
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Physical Origin – Roll on this table if you roll 1-4 on d20 

Where is your item physically from?  Who made it, where did you get 

it?.
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Notional Origin – Roll on this table if you roll 5-9 on d20 

What’s the purpose of your item & how does that relate to its origins?  

Was it made for a particular group or function? 
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Solids – Roll on this table if you want your item to be solid 

Or – if you roll 1-6 on d20
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Liquids & Gasses – Roll on this table if you want a fluid item, Or – if 

you roll 7-12 on d20
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Fabrics & Cloths – Roll this table if your item should be flexible, Or – 

if you roll 13-19 on d20
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Functions – Roll on this table if you roll 1-4 on d20 

Knowing your item has a special or distinguished purpose can draw it 

into sharper focus 
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Functions – Roll on this table if you roll 1-4 on d20 

Strange or particlar tendencies can make your item more functional, 

or more specialized 
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Item Table I – Weapons 

Roll on this table if you want a weapon 
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Item Table II – Armor 

Roll on this table if you want armor 
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Item Table III – Tools 

Roll on this table if you want a tool 
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Item Table IV – Supplies 

Roll on this table if you want supplies 
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Item Table V – Apparel 

Roll on this table if you want Clothing 
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Item Table VI – Accoutrements 

Roll on this table if you want accessories 
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Item Table VI – Inherent 

Roll on this table if you want Inherent Qualities 
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Item Table VIII – Animals 

Roll on this table if you want an animal 
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Item Table IX – Items 

Roll on this table if you don’t know what you want 
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Item Table X – Provisions 

Roll on this table if you want food & drink 
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Item Table XI – Potpourii 

Roll on this table if you’re not sure what you’d like
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Item Table XII – Randoms 

Roll on this table if you want something really random
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Item Table XIII – Peculiarities 

Roll on this table if you want something odd
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ITEM DESCRIPTION 

10 Foot Pole Just what it says 

Abacus Frame with beads or the like - used for calculations 

Accomplishment Something you're proud of 

Adarga Crescent shaped light shield 

Addiction Something you don't want to stop doing 

Adze An axe-blade without a handle 

Affinity Something you're good at & like 

Aketon Thick cloth armor shirt 

Ale Sweet beer 

Alligator A good kind of crocodile 

Almanac A guide to what happens on a given day 

Almond A tear shaped nut - also a tear shaped shield 

Alpaca A smaller, cuter Llama 

Altar Table or platform used in ceremonial worship some are quite large some are portable 

Ambition That thing you want to do real bad 

Amoeba An amorphous Animalcule - usually predatory sometimes illness inducing 

Ancestor Someone dead who is related to you 

Anesthetic A thing that makes the pain go away, consciousness too 

Animalcule Protozoans 

Anklet A bracelet, but for your ankle 

Ant A colony dwelling beetle 

Anteater A cool quadrupedal animal that eats ants 

Antelope Prong-horned grazing deer found in grasslands 

Anvil A heavy piece of metal used for smashing other pieces of metal 

Ape A kind of animal that looks like a person but can't talk 

Aperitif A cloying liqueur you drink before eating 

Appearance A way that you look that may be deceiving 

Appetite Something you want & like 

Apple A kind of fruit that's good in pies 

Apron A covering to protect your clothes from messes 

Aptitude Some kind of potential & skill 

Arbalest A levered crossbow 

Armadillo Small armored quadrupedal animal 

Armband A belt or sash for your arm 

Armlet A bicep bracelet 

Arm-Slide A secret holster in your sleeve 

Arrow A pointed stick shot with a bow 

Arrows More than one arrow 

Ashes The remains of what has burned 

Asp Venomous snake 

Asparagus An arrow shaped vegetable 

Associate Someone who knows about you and who you know about 

Astrolabe Analog computer for astronomy 

Astrological Chart A guide to the stars and their meanings 
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Atlas A bunch of maps in a book 

Atlatl A stick that helps you throw other sticks harder 

Attitude Outward display of insight & perspective 

Authority Kind of power over those who respect it 

Awl A big needle for punching holes 

Ax A cutting blade on a handle 

Axe A wedge shaped blade mounted to a long handle 

Baboon Terrestrial monkey that lives & hunts in packs, colorful butts 

Backpack A pack you wear on your back 

Bacon Smoked & salted meat that is crispy when cooked 

Badger low-built digging quadruped with a triangular head & long claws 

Bag Like a sleeve but with only one hole  

Balaclava A hat that covers your whole head, less your mouth & eyes 

Baldric A scabbard you wear on your back 

Ball A three dimensional circle 

Ballista A cart-mounted crossbow, it's pretty big 

Banana Clonal fruit that has its own case 

Bandage Cloth used to hold your fluids inside 

Bandana Cool accessory you wear on your head or wherever 

Bandicoot Bug eating exotic type of mouselike creature 

Bandolier Belts you wear over your chest 

Bangle A big floppy bracelet 

Banjo A kind of lute 

Banner Small flag you can even wear 

Barbute Intimidating looking helmet, covers most of your face 

Bardiche Another type of pole-axe 

Barrette A hair accessory 

Bascinet Pointy-nosed helmet that covers your whole head 

Bases Armored kilt that's part of a larger suit of plate 

Basket A porous kind of woven bag 

Bat Flying mammalian creature - some are mouse-like some are fox-like 

Baton light club with symbolic significance & often  lot of embellishment-  

Battering Ram A heavy tool for smashing down doors & gates 

Battleaxe A big ax with two heads 

Bayonet long Stabbing knife affixed to another weapon but also removable 

Beans A musical type of fruit, best when ground up and deep fried 

Bear A terrible animal that destroys & never stops 

Beast A nonspecific animal, usually fairly dangerous 

Beaver Large plump mouse that chews wood, swims & builds 

Bedroll a thin bed you can roll up and carry 

Bee A good animal that makes honey & lives in a hive 

Beef The meat of a cow or similar 

Beer A drink essential for happiness 

Beetle A common shelled insect - often quite large 

Belief Something you consider to be true sometimes for no reason 
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Bell A metal dish that makes a noise when you shake it. 

Bellows A bag with handles that helps you shoot air into things 

Belt Holds your pants up 

Beret A cool hat that not everyone can pull off 

Bevor Metal plate covering your chin & shoulders 

Bezoar A partly metabolized hairball 

Bicycle Like a horse but with wheels instead of legs 

Bile One of the fluids inside of animals 

Billhook A pole-mounted hook-shaped blade, useful for pulling people off of horses 

Bindi a jewel for your forehead 

Bindle like hobos carry - a handkerchief & stick combo 

Bird A kind of fish that goes in the air 

Birds More than one bird 

Biscuit Hard bread that keeps for a while 

Bite A move where you attack people with your teeth & mouth 

Blade Just a no-frills edged weapon  

Blanket What you use when you get tucked in 

Blowgun A tube you spit darts out of 

Blunderbuss A real old-timey gun that shoots junk & makes a crazy noise 

Boar mean kind of pig 

Boat A wagon, but for in the water 

Bolas Some weights on a string that when you throw it at someone, it makes them trip 

Bomb An explosive device that can cause much harm to people and structures, one use only 

Bones Parts of a skeleton possibly your own 

Bonesaw Surgical tool used for severing limbs 

Bongo A portable drum that's pretty hip 

Bonnet Hat that covers your hair and keeps you modest & protected from the sun 

Book Like the one you're holding 

Boomerang A stick that you can throw, and what the heck - comes back every time 

Boots Tall shoes 

Booze strong drink that helps you forget  

Bottle A tapered container for liquids 

Bounty The prize someone gets for capturing or killing you 

Bouquet Flower bundle 

Bow Either a kind of weapon that shoots arrows, a move where you show respect by ducking your head or looped ribbon 

Bowl A deep plate 

Box Regular shaped open-ended object, sometimes with a lid 

Bracelet A ring for your wrist 

Bracer A guard for your arm that helps you at archery 

Brand Either a permanent mark burned into your flesh, or a tool for marking other people and animals - usually a distinctive symbol 

Brandistock Pole mounted fork, useful for restraining & incapacitating people 

Bread flour, water & sometimes yeast - baked 

Breastplate A plate that covers your whole torso 

Bridle leash for a horse's mouth 

Brigandine Metal plated leather clothing, often in a robe-like format 
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Broadaxe Wide bladed ax 

Broadsword A wide, two edged sword 

Broom Stiff fibers attached to a stave - used for cleaning 

Brush Bristles attached to a stick, sometimes used for cleaning, sometimes for grooming 

Buckle A fastener for belts 

Buckler A little shield you use to deflect hits 

Buffalo A big & wild cow 

Bull A bovine, frequently dangerous & aggressive 

Bullion Either a bit of dried up broth concentrate or an amount of precious metals 

Butterfly A pleasant bug with big, colorful wings 

Button fastener - often decorative 

Buzzard Large raptor - principally a carrion eater 

Cabbage leafy vegetable 

Cage box for containing captives, usually with bars instead of solid walls 

Calendar A list of days in sequence, useful for knowing when a holiday or moon phase will occur 

Calling Card Memento of your visit & a reminder of who you are and what you do 

Caltrops Sharp tacks or thorns that are tossed on the ground and made to always land point-up - used to discourage pursuit 

Camel Lumpy desert horse with pretty eyelashes - doesn't drink much 

Cameo Like a locket, has engravings & sometimes a silhouette of someone you miss 

Camera Box that uses chemicals to turn light into pictures 

Camouflage tricky pattern that blends in with specific surroundings 

Can A cup or box that is frequently metal & can be usually found alongside multiple identical objects 

Candle fiery string surrounded by a pillar of wax or fat. 

Candy delicious treat 

Cane a jaunty accessory for a gentleman or even a lady, also useful if your foot/leg is hurt 

Cannon a big, heavy tube that shoots shells and eats gunpowder & fire 

Canoe A little rowboat where everyone sits in a row, useful on rivers, not on seas 

Canteen A reusable cup that you can seal & which holds drinks 

Cap Something you wear on your head, possibly in a jaunty or dashing way 

Cape An open, hoodless cloak worn over the shoulders 

Capotain Tall Conical cap with a brim for pilgrims & witch hunters 

Capybara A huge mouse with charisma 

Card Case A case for carrying cards in 

Cards For playing games or divining the future.  2-10 Suits, all the colors etc.… 

Career A real calling, a vocation with a path & a future 

Caribou A reindeer, fuzzy antlered arctic deer 

Carp A big ugly fish 

Carrot A nutritious root 

Cart a wheelbarrow or a pushcart - a wheeled human powered wagon 

Case An easy to open rigid case for carrying things 

Cassowary Large, very aggressive flightless bird with a murderous kick 

Cat A kind of animal that hunts mice and seems affectionate but isn't 

Catalogue Book listing a series of items all of a type or perhaps of many types 

Catapult A sprung lever for launching objects often very large but not always 

Caterpillar An insect that looks a lot like a worm, it eventually turns into a more bug-ish bug 
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Catfish A whiskered small-scaled mudfish 

Cauldron A small, sturdy kettle that sits in or hangs over a fire 

Cause Your reason for doing something 

Centipede Usually horrific, sometimes gigantic but always a bit too big for anyone's liking 

Certificate A document of some type indicating an achievement or status 

Cestus Metal gauntlet and arm-guard usually in a linked set, only for the one side 

Chacram a disc or hoop that you throw and has a razor edge on the outside 

Chain Links of metal all connected - good for binding, climbing, whipping and chaining 

Chair 3-5 legged platform, often with a back, used to avoid sitting on the ground 

Chalk Rocks that make colorful marks on other objects 

Chameleon Predatory lizard that hunts by launching its sticky tongue - can change color 

Chaps Pants that cover your pants protectively 

Chariot a two wheeled cart pulled by smaller animals, like ponies & goats, usually in war 

Charm Either an object that's attached, commonly in bunches to another piece of jewelry - or the quality of being charming 

Cheese spoiled milk that has become a solid block of delicious sustenance 

Cheetah A fast running hunting cat 

Chemise A type of underpants 

Cherry A fruit, appealing to the eye, tart & plentiful.  Also a beautiful wood & type of tree 

Chest The upper part of your thorax as well as a big hinged watertight box for storing 

Chichak An intricate conical helmet with a visor & a cape for your neck 

Chicken A kind of bird that is best when fried 

Child A person who looks like you but is younger 

Chīmalli A shield made of wrapped up fabric  

Chimp A very clever ape, commonly very aggressive 

Chinchilla Fluffy & adorable mouse 

Chips thin cut & fried vegetables that are salted & preserved 

Chisel a knife that's useful for shaping wood & rock, usually paired with a hammer 

Chocolate A delicious food & drink that is exotic 

Choker A ribbon or necklace worn around the neck that's tight & close 

Chopsticks Difficult to use eating tools 

Chutney Savory jam made of vegetables  

Cider Beer made of fermented fruit 

Cipher A puzzle or a code, one you know or one you're trying to solve 

Circlet A thin crown worn around the forehead 

Civet Small wild cat 

Clam An archetypal mussel 

Clamps Hinged tools for gripping & or securing items 

Claw Either a creepy hand with dangerous specialized nails or  a single long nail 

Clay Wet dust that is thicker than regular mud 

Claymore A basket hilted longsword 

Cleaner Tool used for cleaning, such as a pick chamois or buffer 

Cleanser chemical substance used for intensive cleaning 

Climbing Claws a worn tool that helps you to climb sheer objects like walls or trees  

Cloak A hooded cape 

Clock Driven by water, springs, sand or another type of force.  It needs winding daily 
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Close A type of helmet that covers the face & has a visor 

Cloth A bit of woven fabric that is useful for cleaning or swabbing 

Club A simple or elaborate blunt object that has been used since prehistory 

Coach Either a well appointed carriage with springs or a helpful mentor figure 

Cobra Hooded snake that is pretty neat as a cool symbol 

Coconut A gigantic seed with delicious meat & nourishing interior fluid 

Codex A book or similar that lists laws, rules or other types of regulations 

Codpiece Armor that protects your genitals 

Coffee Essential, addictive drink that aids awareness & consciousness 

Coif Mail cowl that covers the head & shoulders 

Cologne A robust fragrance that masks unseemly odors 

Comb For styling hair & personal grooming - potentially it is also a serrated flap of head skin 

Compass An instrument useful for navigating which indicates north, or a tool for drawing circles 

Compendium Book or similar that contains lists & descriptions of a type of thing 

Compliment A pat phrase or kind word that has served you well 

Composite Bow A bow made of more than just wood or bone but both 

Compress A dense poultice that is mashed against wounds to aid healing 

Compulsion Something you feel you must do and do unconsciously when idle 

Connection A person who can guide and assist you who has some insight into specific activities 

Conscience Guiding anima that prevents or encourages certain behaviors  

Constrictor Large snake that kills by crushing prey in its coils 

Cookbook List of recipes useful for creating food items or possibly other cookery 

Cooker A pair of pans that combine to make a steam oven 

Cord A thick braided rope 

Corinthian A type of helmet that seems to have a face, often worn tilted back as a cap 

Cormorant Seabird with a long mean beak that does a comical dance 

Corpse A body of some kind, the mortal remains, probably of a person 

Cosmetics A collection of makeup items usually in complimentary shades 

Costume An unconventional outfit worn for certain occasions often for ritualistic reasons 

Cot A folding portable bed, useful for when you don't want to sleep on the ground 

Cougar A mountain based big cat 

Cough Expectorant sound, may be chronic, irregular or never heard 

Cow A creature that is herded and gives milk - useful for meat & hides & horns 

Cowl A kind of shawl that wraps around the neck & snugly around the face 

Coyote A vicious kind of feral dog 

Crab A ten legged arthropod that is sometimes eaten & that has mean pincers 

Crackers Dried, crisp breads that do not readily rot or spoil 

Crayon A wax stylus infused with pigments  

Crayons more than one crayon 

Cricket Musical chirping insect with distinctive appearance 

Crocodile A kind of alligator 

Crossbow A bow with a stock & a trigger, useful for inexperienced fighters 

Crossbow Pistol A small crossbow that can be used one handed 

Crow A black bird that caws, pecks & scavenges 

Crowbar A metal bar with a claw, useful for breaking & entering 
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Crowbill Half hammer half pick  - all useful for killing guys 

Crown Regal hat with ceremonial significance, often lavish & made of precious materials 

Crutch Walking aid useful for the injured, lame or amputees 

Cry Type of shout, scream or similar call, often affected with a sworn oath or exclamation 

Cuirass Chest & back protector, a tight armored vest 

Cuisse thigh covering armor 

Cuisses armor covering the thighs, front & back 

Cup a one holed tube or similar used for carrying fluid, often drunk from - frequently embellished 

Cure Remedy for some ailment or possibly mainly ailments, usually works 

Cutlass Curved one edged sword commonly with a basket hilt & thick, heavy blade 

Cutter Generic blade intended for slicing through a specific type of material 

Cymbal Thin plate that, when struck, makes a loud ringing noise-  often come in pairs 

Dagger Knife suited for throwing & piercing in preference to cutting 

Dance Either a specific routine, a singular move or possibly an elaborate display  

Dao Curved one edged sword with a conspicuous tassel 

Dart Miniature arrow that can be thrown or spit through a blowgun 

Darts More than one dart 

Dashiki Loose, short, multicolored robe 

Decurve Bow Bow with arms that are curved opposite the arrow's path 

Deer Hooved quadruped with antlers, often abundant & frequently favorite prey animal 

Demeanor Visible disposition portrayed as a kind of mask or pose 

Demitasse Small cup or set of small cups for ceremonial drinking 

Demon A creature from another dimension, commonly very evil & usually linked to a specific crime or sin 

Dental Tools generic probes, drills & mirrors useful for extracting & repairing teeth 

Dentifrice Solution, powder or paste useful for keeping teeth healthy & clean 

Descendant Someone that looks like you and is younger than you 

Desire A thing you want, badly 

Despair A kind of sadness that does not preclude happiness but which lingers like regret 

Destiny Possible calling or future 

Diadem Jeweled headband 

Dice Come on. 

Dictionary Book of words listing obscure & difficult words possibly in multiple languages 

Digestif A sweet liqueur drunk after meals 

Dingo A desert or brush dwelling wild dog 

Dinosaur Reptilian therapod 

Dirk Long dagger, not commonly thrown 

Disease A sickness of some kind, some may even be beneficial, in a way 

Disguise Either a specific fake identity that you can perform - or a costume that lets you pass for someone else 

Dish Either a tray for eating from or a specific type of meal that you perhaps know to prepare 

Disposition Character qualities & outlook 

Dodo A fat flightless bird with a kind of comical dignity 

Dog Quadrupedal companion animal, easily trained & obedient, often vicious 

Doll Toy that resembles or represents a person, often an infant 

Dolphin Small whale 

Donkey Small equine with long ears & tasseled tail 
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Doublet Thick, tight jacket that is functional armor, usually cloth 

Dove Serene looking passerine bird, commonly a symbol of peace 

Dragon Usually a very large winged lizard that breathes fire & is quite intelligent and greedy 

Dream Possibly a vision of a wished for future or possibly a recurring nighttime hallucination 

Dress Conical clothing constituting a shirt or blouse attached to a conical skirt  

Drill Twisted spike useful for gouging regular holes in solid matter 

Drink A certain beverage that you have or possibly one that you know how to make 

Drug Bioactive substance, often contraband, usually therapeutic but sometimes purely recreational 

Drum A taut hide or cloth stretched over a frame or hoop, tapped to make a noise 

Duck An iconic type of waterfowl.  Quacks 

Dugong Marine mammal whose habits resemble those of terrestrial cows 

Dulcimer Stringed fiddle played in the lap using hammers 

Duster Long, loose coat 

Dye A pigment for coloring cloth, liquids, hair or other things 

Eagle A large raptor, commonly piscatarian 

Ear Either a disembodied ear or the quality of having a good ability to hear something specific 

Earring A ring worn in a piercing in the cartilage of the ear 

Easel A standing frame that objects can rest upon, useful for painting or writing 

Eggs The embryonic form of most animals 

Elephant Large quadruped with a prehensile trunk, large ears, herd identity & vague intellect 

Elixir A drink that has a curative property - often seemingly miraculous 

Elk A larger deer or deer variant 

Emblem Distinctive symbol that represents you or some affiliation related to you 

Embroidery Cloth decorated with stitching or supplies related to creating same 

Emolument A fee earned for a specific action 

Emu Flightless bird with shaggy feathers, usually has a dangerous kick 

Encyclopedia A series of texts that contain brief explanations about many significant topics 

Enemy Someone or something that is opposed to you, possibly hateful 

Engraving Design or image scratched into a hard surface 

Epee Heavy cut & thrust fencing sword 

Equine A type of quadruped related to modern horses 

Escort Possibly a guide or chaperone, possibly a hired courtesan 

Escutcheon A shield with incorporated heraldic devices 

Estoc Straight pointed sword for thrust & slash maneuvers 

Experience Something that has happened to you that has altered your life 

Eye Either a disembodied eye or potentially a visual talent that grants you specific types of insight 

Eyepatch Covering for one or both eyes, used primarily to conceal a missing or damaged eye 

Eyes More than one eye 

Falcata Axe-like sword with a forward hooked leaf-shaped blade 

Falchion Long sword with a backswept curve toward its point 

Falcon Fast raptor that preys mainly upon other birds 

Fan A flat paddle attached to a handle used for cooling - sometimes might indicate an admirer or devotee 

Fang A single long, pointed & sharp tooth 

Fashion Either a faddish style or a method for getting things done 

Fat The stored calories of an animal, useful for lubrication & cooking 
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Father Ask your mother 

Fauchard A fancy halberd 

Faulds Short armored skirt, usually fixed to a cuirass 

Fear Something you are averse to, either as an eventuality or as a common experience 

Feather A bird leaf 

Ferret Small, long, long-tailed animal with clever hands & a distinctive smell 

Fetish Either a small lucky idol, often representative of an animal spirit, or a sexual kink 

Fez Flat topped conical round cap - usually with a tassel 

Fiddle Stringed instrument played with a bow comes in many sizes 

Figurine Unarticulated representative carving, sometimes purely decorative, sometimes with cult significance 

File Either a toothed metal blade used for shaping material or a collection of related documents 

Finch Bird with notable beak types 

Firebow Small bow used in firemaking  

Firebox A large, old-fashioned lighter, flint & steel & kindling in one package 

Firelance A kind of staff that fires burning gunpowder but which does not project a shot - like a firework but meaner 

Firewood Combustible wood prepared for use in a fire  

Fish An underwater bird 

Fish Hooks Hooks useful for snaring fish & other marine animals 

Fishing Tackle Materials including lures, rod & baits for hunting fish & marine animals 

Flag A rectangular piece of cloth with simplified heraldry that indicates a country or affiliation 

Flail One or more heavy attachments connected to a handle by a cord or chain - useful for whipping & for ensnaring & crushing 

Flamberge A wave-bladed sword, looks pretty cool 

Flask a flat, resalable container for carrying liquids inconspicuously on your person 

Flint & Steel A spark striker - either as a piece or as a pair of the two materials used for igniting kindling 

Flintlock Pistol or long gun that fires with the striking of a flint against steel 

Flour Ground up grains which are the basis of all baking 

Flower The attractive & pleasant smelling generative organs of many types of plants 

Flute A tube with finger-holes that produces music when properly respired through 

Fly Obnoxious, antagonistic and filthy bug that flies and eats feces 

Fork Tiny spear of between 2 and 6 points that is used for eating, or a large version of same used for fighting 

Fossa Long tailed doglike cat or catlike dog 

Fossil Remains of a living creature replicated in sedimentary rock 

Fox A plump-tailed clever canine-like creature usually the enemy of farmers.  Traditionally thought of as clever 

Friend Someone who likes you and who you like back 

Frog Amphibious creature with a distinctive lifecycle, known for hopping & singing 

Frown A look of displeasure or hostility 

Fuel Material consumed by fire  

Funnel tapered tube useful for pouring liquids, also a type of helmet with a similar shape 

Future Expected outcomes or likelihoods emanating from the past & present 

Gaiters Coverings for the lower legs 

Galea Visored helmet with hinged cheek-plates 

Gallstone A type of mineral deposit occurring within an organ - either in your body or something you have as an oddity 

Gambeson Long heavy sweater-like garment that is functional armor 

Game Something you play, you probably get the idea 

Garland Branches or young shoots of a flowering tree - sometimes worn as a kind of crown 
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Garrote Length of cord or wire used for strangling & murdering the unsuspecting 

Garum Fermented fishes 

Gauntlet An armored glove or mitten 

Gaur A curve-horned bison 

Gaze A far off or contemplative look - sometimes a scrutinizing stare 

Gazetteer List of geographical places or geological phenomena 

Gecko adhesive lizard that is good at climbing 

Gerbil small long tailed hopping mouse 

Gesture Motion of the hands or body in some regular combination that conveys meaning more or less universally 

Gi A loose costume allowing movement, usually a uniform of a fighting school or style 

Gibbon Tiniest type of ape, charming and good at climbing 

Gift A present, either given or received - also, potentially, a special & distinctive talent 

Gin Spirits made of distilled berries 

Giraffe Very tall, long necked equine like creature 

Gladius A leaf shaped thrusting shortsword 

Glaive Pole mounted axe 

Glare An angry look, emphasized by the narrowing of the eyes 

Glider A large kite, possibly big enough to convey a person short distances through the air, or to slow descents 

Glossary This thing you are reading is a glossary  a list of relevant words & their definitions 

Glove Hand sock with individual finger tunnels 

Gloves More than one glove 

Glue Adhesive substance - usually a liquid or a paste  

Goad Rod or prong used for driving large dumb animals 

Goat Horned, bearded, small hoofed animal useful for its fur, pelt, milk & meat 

Goggles Protective, often watertight eye coverings 

Goose A large, usually aggressive duck 

Gorget Armored throat covering 

Gorilla Noblest, strongest and largest of apes 

Gown Like a dress but more elaborate or formal 

Grape Small, sweet fruit that grows in bunches on a vine 

Grapnel Hook, usually attached to a rope or a chain, used for attaching same to a height 

Grasshopper Large hopping insect commonly found in tall grasses, spits 

Grastraphetes Very large crossbow shot from the torso instead of the shoulder 

Greatcoat A full length double breasted coat  

Greathelm Helmet that covers the entire head, usually with a hinged visor - often elaborated with heraldic carvings 

Greatsword Large sword requiring two hands, often as long as its wielder is tall 

Greaves Armor for the shins & knees 

Greeting Possibly a statement of salutation or an idiomatic wave, embrace or salute that others respond to 

Grenade Small thrown bomb, often a can containing powder and metal scrap 

Grill A mesh used for cooking over open flame 

Grimace Dubious or hesitant, wincing grin - generally indicating discomfort, pain or shame 

Grimoire A magical text regularly containing forbidden or secret mystic lore 

Grin Cheery or ingratiating large smile unambiguously indicating pleasure 

Guard An allied protector or a piece of equipment worn as protection over a specific body part 

Guide A hireling or ally who knows the local area well or a type of tool aiding in your aim & accuracy 
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Guisarme A pole mounted axe-spear combination 

Guitar A flat backed lute 

Gull Seabird - notably dirty & loud 

Habit A religious shawl or a chronic repetitive activity 

Hairnet A mesh used for arranging & protecting your hair 

Hairpin A pin or stick used for securing & arranging your hair often a functional weapon 

Halberd A pole mounted spear-axe 

Ham The prepared and possibly preserved upper leg of an animal 

Hammer A mass of metal or wood attached to a wooden shaft useful for driving nails or crushing skulls 

Hammock A portable hanging bed made of netting or cloth 

Hamster Tailless fluffy mouse 

Hand Either a disembodied, detached hand or a peculiarity of your own hand or hands 

Handcart A small two wheeled wagon that can be pulled by a person or team of people 

Handshake A ritualistic gripping of hands meant as a greeting or symbol for swearing promises 

Hanger A hooked belt for stowing a weapon 

Hardtack A standardized type of trail ration 

Hare   

Harmonica Small reed instrument that can be carried in a pocket 

Harp A stringed instrument 

Harpoon A barbed spear used in hunting  

Harpsichord A keyboard based musical instrument, often quite large 

Harquebus A rifle that fires shot or a single bullet, loaded through the muzzle 

Hat A piece of clothing for your head 

Hatchet A small handaxe 

Hate A vendetta, a foe or possibly just the expression of your deepest animosities 

Hauberk A mail shirt 

Haversack A pocketed knapsack 

Hawk   

Headband a band worn around the head 

Headbutt A move where you mash your forehead onto someone, usually on the face 

Heart Either a disembodied heart, or you own heart - as in your spirit, courage & sincerity 

Heater Curved or creased large shield 

Hedgehog Small prickly animal that is very charming 

Helmet A protective type of hat 

Hen Chicken kept for egg production 

Herbs Collection of plants - often dried or preserved, frequently possessing curative or therapeutic qualities 

Heron Spear-billed crane, regularly having large crests 

Hippopotamus Water based river pig - exceptionally large & aggressive 

History Either a record of past events or a personal recollection or narrative 

Hoe An implement for excavating dirt 

Hog Large pig kept for meat 

Hold A move where you pin or incapacitate an adversary's limbs or joints 

Holster Pouch or strap granting ready access to a stored weapon 

Hood Head covering that may conceal the face, easily doffed 

Hook Possibly a curved implement used as a weapon - also, potentially a prosthetic hand or finger 
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Hoplon Round bronze shield, quite large, intended for phalanx operations 

Horn Possibly a blown wind instrument, a bony or keratinous protrusion  -either as a possession or a feature of your physiology 

Hornet A large mean bee that gives no honey or mercy 

Horse An archetypal equine, big, fast and common 

Hound Larger dog, bred to aid in hunting 

Howdah Hut-like saddle for riding very large animals 

Hummingbird Hovering, quick flying nectar drinking bird, usually quite tiny 

Humor Either a quasi-biologic substance that is the basis of personality - or a comical sensibility 

Husky Working dog bred for hauling sleighs 

Hyena Vicious wild canine, spotted and pack-based 

Hymnal Book or collection of religious music & poetry 

Icon Religious object usually depicting a god or religious servant, often prayed to 

Identity Persona - either your native self or a kind of interior mask you are able to put on and take off 

Idol Either an individual you hold in high esteem or an object that represents a god  

Iguana Crested lizard with long striped tail 

Illustrations Drawings, paintings or other depictions, gathered together, possibly in a book 

Imp A small demon that frequently tempts others to commit small inconsiderate or perverse acts 

Impala Bounding prong-horned desert deer 

Infusion Medication applied to the bloodstream, usually a potent sort of last resort as healing goes 

Ingot A regular amount of material, usually metal, in a standardized weight 

Inheritance Possibly an amount of wealth or property gifted from a dead ancestor - or possibly a trait or quality derived by same 

Injection Medicine or drug that is administered by a puncture or injury or possibly an injection 

Ink Indelible dye used for writing or marking 

Inks Multiple quantities of ink - likely in multiple colors 

Insect A small six legged invertebrate - this is one with indistinct features 

Insult Particular phrase, word or simple shouted curse that has the effect of hurting someone else's feelings.   

Ishlangu Taut leather shield useful against ranged weaponry - particularly spears and arrows 

Jackal Vicious scavenging canine 

Jacket A heavy shirt worn over other clothes for warmth & protection 

Jaguar Small jungle leopard 

Jam Liquid fruit preserves 

Jar Sealable container for liquids or similar 

Javelin Spear specially weighted & designed for throwing 

Jazerant Armor infused clothing that is not obviously armored 

Jelly Congealed mass of homogeneous fruit preserves 

Jerky Salted & dried preserved meat 

Jig A specific joyful type of dance or possibly, a pattern useful for cutting regular sized objects 

Joke A bit of comedy that follows a specific format, yours is one you remember & can use readily 

Journal Either a diary or logbook of former events recorded by yourself or others, or a text documenting your ongoing experiences 

Joy Something that gives you extraordinary pleasure & happiness 

Juice The watery component of most vegetables & fruits 

Kabuto Segmented shell like helmet that protects the neck & shoulders 

Kaftan Long belted tunic 

Kakute Horned or spiked ring useful for punching, climbing & delivering poisons 

Kangaroo Jumpy bipedal animal with a long tail & pouch 
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Kastane Bowed, single edged sword with no discernable piercing point 

Katana Curved single edged sword used with one or two hands 

Katar Punching dagger 

Kayak small one-person row boat 

Kerchief a folded piece of cloth, a personal napkin 

Kettle sealed pot with a spigot - used for boiling liquids 

Khopesh Scythe-like sword with outward curving blade 

Kick A blow delivered by the foot 

Kilt A skirt, usually pleated  

Kimchi Pickled cabbage 

Kimono Elaborate brocade robe fastened with a sophisticated sash 

Kit Some type of prepared material that can be assembled into a completed item 

Kitbag A segmented knapsack with different compartments 

Kite Either a piece of fabric on a frame that can glide in air or a type of teardrop shaped shield 

Knack A certain skill that you have a particular affinity for  accomplishing 

Knapsack A backpack 

Knife A short blade, used mainly for cutting rather than piercing 

Knot Possibly a knotted wad of rope, but more likely a specific type of knot that you know how to tie well 

Koi Decorative carp 

Kukri Curved, long leaf shaped knife, almost like a scythe 

Kurabit Long and narrow shield-shaped shield, rather iconic 

Ladder A portable type of flat stairs 

Ladybug Distinctively colored hemispherical beetle  

Lager A type of beer best served very cold 

Lamellar Elaborate armor suit made of decoratively laminated bands 

Laminar Basic armor shell made of overlapping bands 

Lamp A fuel-consuming light source, often resembling a kettle or a lantern 

Lance A blade tipped stave - mainly used from horseback 

Lantern An enclosed fuel-fed flame that provides illumination of varying intensities & focus 

Laquer A thick coating of pigment, commonly applied to the nails 

Lasso Looped rope good for snaring and restraining 

Laugh a joyful sound of good humor - yours has some distinction 

Leaf A plant feather 

Leech Blood drinking parasitic worm 

Leg Either a disembodied leg or the specific description of one of your own legs 

Leggings wraps or coverings for the legs 

Lemming Plump mouse with herd-like behavior 

Lemur Nearly a monkey but also sort of cat-like, it climbs around and has big eyes and a long tail 

Lens Curved piece of glass or similar which alters light so that vision is altered, possibly corrected 

Leopard Vicious maneating ambush predator cat 

Letter A missive, composed by you for someone else, written to you and retained as a keepsake, or to be delivered 

Lettuce Leafy green vegetable 

Lexicon Book which lists words - commonly useful for those learning a new language 

Linothorax Armor that resembles woven clothing but which utilizes sturdier materials 

Lion King of the forest, a terrifying predatory pack hunter  
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Lipstick Varnish or paint for the lips usually in the form of a soft crayon or stick 

Liqueur Distilled spirits derived, commonly, from sweet fruits & flavorings 

Liver Either the liver of an animal kept for eating, or your own liver, which has some type of notable quality 

Lizard A four legged reptile with a detachable tail 

Llama A big alpaca 

Lobster Gross mud bug that people somehow eat 

Lock Mainly a mechanism for securing doors & chains - occasionally refers to a segment of hair 

Lockbow A type of crossbow that is hand drawn, utilizing no cranks or lever 

Lockpicks Probes & hooks used for opening locks unauthorized 

Locust Somewhat like a grasshopper but generally encountered in massive quantities 

Longbow A very large bow with tremendous pull - easily up to the task of piercing steel 

Longsword Narrower type of sword that is long.  One or two edged blades are both common 

Look Possibly a kind of fashion or stylish sensibility - just as likely a type of gesture made with the eyes 

Lotion An oily salve used for preventive care & curing certain skin conditions 

Love Something about which you have a great personal feeling of affinity & attachment or your capacity to experience such feelings 

Lover Someone who loves you and who you love back - or someone you are carnally affiliated with 

Luggage A bag or set of bags & rigid cases for carrying your stuff 

Lute A stringed instrument with a long neck & hollow body 

Lye Strong base 

Lyre A harp made of horns & tortoise shells or similar 

Macana An obscenely decorated truncheon 

Mace A metal headed club 

Machete A sword that is used mainly as an axe - useful for clearing brush 

Machine A device of some kind that has moving parts & which may consume fuel or require effort.  Produces some type of effect or product 

Macuahuitl  Sword made of sharpened stones or glass fixed to a wooden frame 

Magnifying Glass Lens that makes small or even microscopic objects visible  

Mail armor made of woven or linked rings 

Maize Comes on the cob 

Makeup For embellishing your appearance or disguising it 

Malbec A very good kind of wine 

Mallet Hammer used mainly for driving in pegs & spikes, functional for cracking heads as well 

Mambele Forward swept throwing dagger 

Mammoth Furred form of elephant 

Manacles Handcuffs or similar - restraints used to detain prisoners 

Mandrill Aggressive terrestrial primate with distinctive, bright coloration of the cheeks 

Manica Segmented arm guard 

Manner A method of behaving & seeming 

Mantis Insect that is principally a hunter of other insects   

Mantlet Large, wheeled shield that can protect multiple people 

Manual A guide to accomplishing a specific task or type of task  - usually in book form 

Map Pictographic representation of geography - many kinds exist 

Marbles A collection of small spheres often of a regular size but sometimes variable 

Marionette Puppet manipulated by thin strands of wire and capable of very persuasive performances, many sizes & types 

Marmalade Fruit preserve that includes peels or rind 

Marmot Largest type of squirrel 
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Marten foxlike weasel 

Mask A covering for the face, sometimes as a disguise, sometimes as armor, sometimes purely for fashion or caste 

Master Someone you are supposed to obey and who commands you 

Mastiff A war-bred or trained dog 

Matches Portable and consumable fire making items 

Mate Drink that falls into a spectrum between coffee & tea 

Mattock Pickaxe-  useful in excavation, construction & killing 

Maul Big, heavy club - sometimes spiked or embellished with intimidating knobs of some kind 

Measuring Rod Any regular object that is of a standard length & which may include guides or divisions to help measure distances 

Medication Remedy for ailments or conditions - useful for treating sickness of the body & mind 

Medicine Substances that are applicable to many types of ailments including diseases & bodily injury 

Meerkat Colonial type of mongoose 

Melon Large seed filled fruit with thick rind 

Memory A recollection that serves you in some significant capacity 

Meteor  Specifically a Meteor hammer - a heavy ball attached to a chain or rope, or possibly a falling or shooting star 

Method Specific technique for accomplishing a certain task that you have learned or developed 

Milk The thing that mammals feed their babies 

Mink Shaggy, silky type of arctic weasel 

Mirror Shiny object that reflects light - sometimes well enough to give a good view of your own face 

Misericorde Awl-like dagger used for executions usually punched through the spine 

Mittens Hand socks with thumb tunnels 

Mole Tunneling, mouselike creature that lives in the soil most of its life 

Mollusk Animal that lacks rigidity and has a variable shape, usually aquatic 

Mongoose Small hunting animals that resemble a cross between a monkey & a cat 

Monkey Animal that looks like a person but has a tail & is usually small 

Monocle Spectacle for one eye, useful for seeming pompous or refined 

Moose The largest of the deer, forest dwelling with preposterously large antlers 

Morion Peaked helmet with a brim 

Morning Star Mace or flail with a spiked head intended to pierce armor & cause bleeding 

Mortar & Pestle Grinding implements consisting of a masher & a deep dish - usually made of stone or similar 

Moth Dull colored butterfly 

Mother Ask your father 

Mouse Smallest type of rodent, often a pest 

Mouser Hunting animal, commonly a cat which is kept for pest control 

Muffler Scarf that is specifically meant to protect against the elements 

Mug Cup with a handle 

Mule Nonviable offspring of two similar equines 

Mummy Preserved corpse, often of a person, possibly useful for alchemy or dye making 

Mussel Bivalve mollusk contained in a pair of mobile shells 

Mutton Meat of goats & sheep 

Myna Loquacious passerine bird 

Naginata Staff mounted sword - a very long bladed spear 

Nails Possibly your finger or toe nails possibly some pointed pegs used for attaching wood an other materials 

Nasal A type of helmet with a nose guard 

Necklace bracelet for your neck 
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Needle Thin spike commonly used for sewing but possibly useful in other arenas - such as tattooing or generic stabbing 

Needles Multiple needles, frequently of multiple gauges 

Net flexible mesh used for capturing prey - contextually useful as a weapon based on access to maneuvers 

Nosering piercing that is worn in the nose 

Notebook Book of notes, either a collection of notes in a dossier or a blank book used to record information 

Novel Document that relates a narrative, long form story 

Nunchaku Short chained flail where both segments are the same size 

Nuts The nourishing seeds of a plant - commonly salted  

Oar specialized stick useful for propelling boats 

Oars More than one oar 

Ocelot Tiny leopard 

Octopus multi-limbed, clever mollusk 

Oil Any number of organic or inorganic viscous flammable liquids, commonly useful as lubricants or cooking ingredients 

Ointment A salve applied to cure burns & contusions 

Okapi Partly striped equine 

Onion A multi-layered vegetable with a distinctive acidic taste 

Ono Straight bladed war axe 

Opinion An attitude or belief that you have about something or someone possibly granting you special insights 

Opossum Naked tailed marsupial tree beast 

Orange A citrus fruit with a  thick rind 

Orangutan Clever forest ape 

Orb Weaver A type of spider known for elaborate & large web construction 

Organ Possibly an internal bodily organ such as a brain or stomach - possibly a keyboard based wind instrument, often very large 

Oryx Large type of bearded antelope 

Ostrich Very large flightless bird, may be ridden or used for meat, hide & eggs 

Otter Charismatic water weasel, sometimes quite large 

Oven Enclosed, heated box, fundamental to baking 

Overcoat Long coat worn over other clothes as defense against the elements 

Owl Big-eyed Nocturnal raptor preying primarily on small mammals 

Ox A bovine used principally for meat & to perform work - such as pulling carts or boats 

Paint Thick pigment that adheres to most objects & creates a permanent veneer once it has dried, comes in any color 

Paintbrush A brush for applying paints - comes in many sizes 

Painting An image applied to a flat surface using paint, sometimes representative 

Paints More than one individual paint - commonly found in multiple colors simultaneously 

Palette Handheld board used for mixing paint pigments & storing same 

Pan Low, wide pot used for cooking 

Panda Largest of the bear cat creatures 

Panther Large, predatory feline commonly solitary & forest dwelling 

Paper Comes in many colors & shapes, possibly bound in a book or even a single very large piece 

Papyrus Crude paper made of woven reed pieces 

Parakeet Small, long tailed parrot 

Parasite Most likely an internal worm or animalcule that lives off of your body, occasionally appears externally, usually bad for your health 

Parasol An umbrella used to protect against the sun rather than rain 

Parchment thick, sturdy paper 

Parka Insulated, hooded coat, sometimes water resistant 
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Parma Round shield with a prominent boss 

Parrot Hook beaked quasi-passerine bird, commonly vegetarian sometimes capable of speech 

Partridge Fat forest quail 

Passport Documentation of your identity and right to travel issued by a government 

Past The story of you - where you have been & what you've done, a significant former status or experience 

Pâté Mashed up spread made of organ meats 

Pattern Frequently a form or mold useful for creating many identically sized objects, sometimes a frequent observable behavior 

Pavise Large shield planted into the ground to provide a stationary cover for archers 

Pear A long necked apple 

Peas beans that grow in a pod, often eaten unripe 

Pectoral An embellished gorget - often including symbolism or heraldry 

Peeler Specialized knife useful for removing scales, rinds & flesh 

Pelican Long beaked pouch throated water bird 

Pellet Bow Bow used for firing pebbles & bullets instead of arrows  

Pen A tool used for writing with inks.   Sometimes a mechanical affair with nibs & accessories - sometimes a mere feather quill 

Pencil A bit of charcoal or graphite that can be used to make marks & write on a proper surface 

Pendant Bauble or jewel, usually hanging from a necklace 

Penguin Flightless waterbird 

Perfume Fragrance, generally floral or dainty - used to mask odors common to adventurers 

Personality Not necessarily your only personality - this is what is memorable about you that can't be seen 

Perspective Outlook on a specific topic unique to you that grants you advantages or disadvantages in your interactions 

Pest Any type of obnoxious or irritating animal that lingers & consumes or spoils possessions 

Pet Animal of no specific type that is your companion.  Possibly unique in the world 

Phobia An irrational, intense fear you have 

Pick Sometimes a spike on a handle useful for excavation, sometimes a small spike used in grooming  

Pickles Foods preserved by brining in a salt solution 

Pig Quadrupedal omnivore, clever & unsanitary it is cannibalistic and an opportunistic predator 

Pigeon Fat type of dove found in flocks 

Pigments Colors that can be applied to other objects commonly for decorative purposes 

Pike A long, heavy spear for attacking at a distance, best used in large formations 

Pillow A soft object that you can rest upon comfortably, commonly made of stuffed cloth 

Pills Powders & dusts formed into small tablets & consumed for medicinal, therapeutic or psychoactive effect, sometimes all at once 

Pilum Javelin designed to break when thrown so as not to be thrown back by the enemy 

Pineapple Thorny, large fruit grown from a bush or shrub 

Pins Collection of spikes used for securing fabrics & the like 

Pipe Tube used for smoking leaves & other substances - or for transporting fluids, or for just braining guys 

Pistol Single handed firearm - muzzle loaded & fired by striking a flint or lighting a match 

Pitch Any type of tar or asphalt or, less commonly, a throwing technique & least commonly a string of comments to help you sell  

Pitons Spikes useful for climbing, frequently found as part of a boot or brace, but also in sets of loop-ended spikes meant for guiding a rope 

Plait A braid - possibly knowledge of a specific braid or possibly a braided rope or segment of hair 

Plaster This may be a crafting component but may also be a mud pack applied as a cure for burns & catarrhs 

Plate Possibly a small platter but more likely a suit of armor made of metal plates attached to a flexible inner shell 

Platter A large plate used for serving 

Platypus Preposterous but delightful egg-laying duck-billed animal or similar 

Pliers Pincer like wrenches used to strengthen & focus one's grip on a small or rigid object 
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Plum Large pitted sweet fruit 

Poison Comes in many varieties with numerous applications & effects such as sleep, death or sickness 

Pole Usually cylindrical, a length of material several feet thick - useful for propelling boats or finding traps 

Polearm Nondescript term for many types of pole-weapons that are best used in infantry formations 

Poleyn  Armor kneepads 

Pomade Preparation meant to shape & perfume hair 

Poncho Dense, woven blanket-like covering 

Poniard Small narrow dagger 

Pony Small, sturdy equine 

Porcupine Thorn-encrusted nocturnal animal 

Pork The meat of any type of swine 

Port Sweet, syrupy wine or potentially access to or ownership of a city with sea access 

Portrait Illustration or similar of a person or people 

Pose A stance that invokes a general response & portrays a specific attitude or possibly a false identity or skill set 

Possum Like an opossum but mispronounced 

Poster large portable image for pasting to walls 

Pot A deep pan, useful for boiling water & cooking broths, stews & the like 

Potato Starchy tuber, a vital staple prepared in myriad ways 

Potion Commonly a drink, confers some supernatural effect, usually curative or healing 

Potter Wheel Disc attached to a wheeled mechanism that allows it to spin - used for throwing pots and forming pottery 

Pouch Flap-sealed bag 

Pouldron Armored shoulder guards 

Poultice Mass of material, usually wet & soft which is applied to wounds to encourage healing 

Poultry The meat of any of the large domestic birds 

Powder Dust, usually manufactured from rock or some other coherent substance  - used as a drug or curative 

Power Likely a type of inexplicable ability but possibly some kind of authority or inherent potence 

Prayerbook Text documenting canonical prayers & liturgy for ceremonial purposes such as funerals or weddings 

Predator Nonspecific hunting animal, possibly an evolved amalgam of many species or some kind of ur-creature 

Preserves Sugar-cured fruits stored in sealed jars 

Primer Text with entry-level information regarding a particular subject, usually a language, a learning aid 

Prophecy Possibly a bit of poetry & lore which refers to your destiny, possibly a vision of the future you possess 

Prybar Straight crowbar 

Puffin Charismatic little sea-bird, a wedge-beaked, long-necked penguin 

Pulley Captured wheel on a spinning pivot, useful for lifting heavy articles - so long as a rope is handy 

Puma Hunting cat, common to the mountains - known for pouncing 

Punch Notable kind of punch, either as part of a fighting style or simply owing to a physiological advantage 

Punching Dagger Thrusting dagger that relies upon a punching motion rather than a slashing move 

Puppet Representative of a person or creature that can be animated, usually by hand, and can perform a kind of pantomime 

Purse Small bag, generally secured to the belt or hidden on one's person,  mainly used for carrying coins 

Qama Long, leaf shaped dagger for thrusting & slashing 

Quail Plump game bird with a distinctive chuckling vocalization 

Quality Contextually linked, this is a trait that you have a feature of your mind or body or spirit 

Quiang Tasseled spear 

Quill The spine of a porcupine or similar, or the modified feather of a bird used for writing, possibly growing from your body 

Quilted Armor Heavy & heavily padded clothing with a quilted sewn pattern to hold everything in place 
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Rabbit Long eared burrow dwelling vegetarian hopper, prince with a thousand enemies 

Raccoon Stripe tailed trash eater, nighttime masked robber, a clean-handed apple washer 

Racquet Modified paddle, often made of woven cord, used principally in games but sometimes has other uses 

Raft Flat, usually crude boat, rarely fit for traveling in any type of weather or waves 

Rage A quality of or origin of profound & deep anger 

Raisins dried up grapes or similar, preserved & useful as a food item 

Rake Pole-implement with toothed projections used for grading furrows 

Ram A heavy object specially designed to break down doors or walls or a curling horned adult male goat 

Ranseur Pole weapon utilizing a single long point braced by a pair of shorter points in a forked formation 

Rapier Thin, versatile slashing blade common among societies that prize dueling for right or honor 

Rascal Usually a small beast that is notably mischievous commonly in an endearing or charming manner 

Rat Large naked tailed rodent, usually infesting areas in massive quantities, frequently a vector for disease 

Rations Nondescript food item which can last on the trail without spoiling 

Rattle Hollow bead filled object, frequently a gourd, which can be shaken to make a noise, sometimes occurs in physiology as with snakes 

Raven Fattest of the corvids - less gracious or slender than the crow, the raven is squatter & plumper 

Razor Thin, extremely sharp blade, very useful for shaving hair or slitting throats, easily concealed 

Reagents Any number of chemical & alchemical ingredients useful for magical applications, commonly in potions & spellcasting 

Recipe Plan of how to make something using multiple parts, commonly a food dish 

Recurve Bow Extra taut bow where the arms curve about in an S shape to add tension 

Reflex Bow Curl-armed bow 

Regalia Emblems of a royal dynasty - commonly baubles, crowns & pendants, but numerous variations exist 

Relic Bodily remains of a culture-hero or religious figure used in cult rites or for the invocation of miracles 

Remedy Cures & medicines that alleviate suffering, usually curative of a specific ailment or class of ailments rather than a panacea 

Repeating 

Crossbow This decumbent bow has an operating crank that allows it to fire bolts in quick succession 

Reptile Scaly, cold blooded creature, this is an indistinct or generic example 

Rerebrace Rigid arm-guard 

Responsibility Something you must do, or something you need to attend to or care for, a duty of some kind 

Rhino Horn-faced, heavy, large quadruped, generally quite aggressive 

Rhythm Your own innate sense of time or a certain musical structure you're familiar with 

Ribbon Woven strand of decorative cloth, used for fastening clothes and keeping your wife's head on 

Ribs Probably a food item, the meat & attached rib bones of an animal - possibly your own distinctive ribs 

Rickshaw Wheeled sedan chair  

Ring A bracelet for one or more fingers 

Ring Armor Armor made of linked rings, best for deflecting slashing rather than piercing blows 

Rings More than one ring 

Roach Notorious pest & vexation, commonly found in great numbers 

Roar Intimidating vocalization frequently linked to displays of rage, pain or dominance 

Robe Long garment that covers most of the body - often quite elaborate, sometimes multi-layered & heavy 

Robin Best of the birds, it has a red breast and signals the arrival of spring 

Rock A piece of the earth made of stone 

Rod Long club or truncheon, useful for driving off animals or beating down tall grass 

Rondel Circular elbow protector 

Rooster Crowing bird, a male counterpart to the hen, good for waking you and fighting in a gambling environment 

Root The parts of a tree or plant that extend below ground 
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Rope Long braided cord - incredibly useful in most adventures 

Rouge Cosmetic application that is intended to give a livelier, healthier appearance 

Round Simple type of shield 

Ruff Commonly made of lace, an accessory that conveys elegance & wealth 

Rum Distilled molasses - popular among tropical islanders & their pirate cohort 

Sabatons Armored boots 

Saber Curved backsword, meant mainly for cavalry but versatile enough to be widely used 

Sabre A Saber from another culture 

Sabretache Flat satchel or handbag attached to shoulder straps 

Sack A big bag 

Saddle Usually a leather seat that rests on the back of a mount 

Saddlebag Bags that lay over the back of a mount, commonly as part of a saddle 

Sail Large cloth that captures wind, allowing a boat or similar conveyance to be propelled 

Salamander Newts & other amphibious creatures which have distinctive life cycles and that are long thin quadrupeds 

Sallet Backswept helmet that protects the back of the neck and shoulders 

Salt The most commonly consumed rock, useful for flavoring and preserving other foods 

Saltmeat meat that has been liberally salted so that it is less prone to rot 

Salute Formal gesture of some sort, usually martial in nature, yours is particular or conveys a certain affiliation 

Salve Curative lotion, usually applied to cuts or burns 

Sandals foot wraps with a rigid sole, common in warmer areas 

Sap The sticky blood of a tree or plant, sometimes nutritious or even curative 

Sari Cultural costume involving many layered cloth wrappings - usually brightly colored & frequently printed 

Sash Large, colorful ribbon worn decoratively, usually to indicate a rank or affiliation 

Satchel A bigger bag with a sealable flap, often worn using over the shoulder straps 

Sausage The organ meats of animals sealed inside their intestines - brutal, but easy to cure & stabilize 

Saw Toothed length of material useful for cutting other material, generally wood 

Scabbard A holster for a sword which protects the blade and the wearer 

Scale Type of armor made of overlapping layered scales resembling those of a fish 

Scalp Possibly indicating your own scalp's conspicuous qualities, more likely a grisly trophy taken from another person 

Scalpel Delicate surgical knife, commonly small but extremely sharp 

Scar A reminder of a previous injury, yours may have distinctive & notable features 

Scarf Long piece of woven cloth, wrapped around the neck & head to protect against the elements 

Scent Your own particular odor or an odor that you have a supply of, commonly used in hunting & trapping 

Scepter Stylized ornamental staff or mace - usually connoting power, authority & dominion 

Scimitar Deeply curved, single edged sword that retains its thrusting point 

Scissors hinged blades used to cut cloth or similar material 

Scorpion Stinger-tailed arthropod, intermittently eaten, commonly reviled & feared 

Scourge Multi-thonged whip adorned with hooks for extra cruelty 

Scroll Rolled document, comes in many sizes, some quite large & heavy, some very simple and light 

Scuta curved rectangular shield - resembling the outward segment of a cylinder 

Scythe Curved blade with agricultural origins, occasionally used as a weapon a long curved blade on a pole 

Seal Possibly a marine pinniped, more likely an official engraving indicating your ancestry or rank 

Sealing Wax Wax used along with a seal to bind documents, proving they have not been inspected 

Seasoning Any number of herbs, salts or flavorings useful in cooking, particularly when cooking poorer food 

Sedan Chair Platform mounted chair meant to be carried by two or more bearers, frequently covered with a canopy 
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Seed The embryonic form of most plants 

Seeds Multiple seeds - commonly of the same type but not always 

Sense Contextually it is either a power of perception unique to you or a power of common thought you possess 

Servant Someone who is bound to obey you - likely due to financial circumstances but possibly for other reasons 

Shadow Something distinct about your shadow, distinguishing you from others 

Shark Terrifying hunter fish, commonly among the largest of the ocean's denizens 

Sharpener Implement used to keep sharp things sharp or to add an edge to dull objects 

Shawl Headdress or shoulder covering  that provides warmth and modesty 

Shears Crude scissors without a proper hinge, usually a single piece of bent metal 

Sheath A scabbard for a knife, meant to protect the blade and its bearer 

Sheep Wooly hoofed animal, kept for meat & for its fur & hide which are useful in cloth making 

Sheet Large regular fabric strip, versatile but commonly used as bedding 

Shellfish Any number of types of aquatic arthropods 

Shield Iconically shaped flattened piece of heavy material used to deflect weapons 

Shillelagh Heavy gnarled club  

Shinguard Protective armor that is worn over the shins 

Ship Large boat that carries smaller boats for disembarking 

Shirt T-shaped garment that covers the arms and torso

Shiv Crude stabbing knife 

Shoes Sturdy foot bags 

Shortbow Small, curved bow without much pull, easy to use and carry 

Shortsword Somewhere between a knife and a longsword 

Shovel Spade-head attached to a pole, used for digging 

Shrimp Marine arthropod, a mud bug 

Shuckra  Flexible pipe weapon which can be formed into a small spear 

Shuriken Star shaped throwing knives 

Sickle Handheld scythe, used in agriculture and possibly for fighting 

Sign Any number of placards or indicators designating any number of notions or instructions 

Signet Official personal seal, used to mark documents, often worn as a ring 

Sitar Large, recumbently played, plucked string instrument 

Skill Either a measure of your total puissance or a specific specialist ability you possess 

Skillet Blackened pan used for frying, commonly quite heavy 

Skin The skin of another animal or, possibly, distinctive features relating to your own flesh 

Skink Small, benevolent lizard 

Skull The skull of some person or animal you have, or perhaps your own skull's strange qualities 

Skull Cap Circular cap that closely forms against the head 

Skunk Smelly & distinctively colored burrowing weasel with an odor defense 

Sled board or similar used to travel quickly on snow 

Sledge Carriage or chariot which is optimized for travel through snow - it uses skids instead of wheels 

Sleigh A large sledge pulled by larger animals 

Slicker Water resistant outer garment 

Sling Thin piece of material useful for propelling stones - easy to fashion & to load 

Slingshot Extensible pouch attached to a pronged frame, it shoots stones & the like 

Sloth slow, long furred, hanging monkey with triangular head & long claws 

slug Shell-less snail, a slimy worm that propels itself over slime 
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Smile Something special about your smile, or a certain type of smile you can use to influence others 

Smokemeat Meats of some animal that have been cured by smoke to preserve them 

Snail Shelled slug - a gastropod with eye-stalk horns and a large spiral shell it can retreat into 

Snake Legless reptile commonly feared, frequently venomous 

Snare A simple trap useful in wilderness environments 

Sneer Hateful look of contempt & disregard, yours is special 

Snuffbox Small box for carrying drugs 

Soap Usually a bar of cleaning material 

Socks light foot bags 

Soda Carbonated water 

Solvent Chemical compound which dissolves bonds, sometimes inimical to life 

Song Possibly an old standard, but likely an original composition you can play or sing 

Sorghum Grass with a nutritive corn, a variety of grain 

Soul The essential part of your identity that is eternal 

Soup Water based food substance made of multiple ingredients suspended in hot liquid 

Spade Flat-ended shovel 

Sparker Flint & steel attached to a type of shear, struck together to light fires 

Sparrow Small passerine bird, commonly found in huge swarming flights 

Spats Snappy shoe coverings 

Spaulder Segmented shoulder armor 

Spaulders More than one Spaulder but usually just two 

Spear Knifelike blade attached to the end of a pole, can be thrown or used in hand-to-hand combat 

Spectacles Usually a pair of lenses attached to a frame & worn on the face as an aid to sight 

Speech This is most likely a prepared series of comments that you can recite to some effect, may also be a language you have created 

Spice Generally a plant based food flavoring, intermittently this is animal or mineral based, sometimes psychoactive 

Spider Eight legged web-spinning predator, usually quite small 

Spike A thick & pointed bit of rigid material - effectively a very large nail 

Spiked A shield or a suit of armor which has offensive spikes attached to it or integral to its construction 

Spikes Multiple spikes 

Spirit This tends to refer to a spiritual quality or totemic identity - it may also refer to a type of liquor 

Spirits Usually a quantity of liquor - may also mean multiple ephemeral animating concepts 

Splint Used in healing, the splint can ameliorate injuries to the extremities 

Sponge Principally useful for cleaning, sponges are animals, after a fashion and could be made pets 

Spoon A small shovel for putting food & similar in your mouth 

Spouse Someone you're married to - commonly of the sex considered opposite to yours, may or may not be present 

Spur Mainly a barb worn on the heel for motivating horses - can also be a physical addition, such as a weaponized spine 

Spurs More than one spur 

Spyglass The spyglass is a collapsible portable telescope 

Square Refers here to a type of shield - in this instance the shield is square 

Squid A multi-armed mollusk that grows to monumental lengths and dwells in the ocean deeps 

Squirrel Furry tailed tree dwelling rodent 

Staff A very large club or walking stick - one of the most common weapons, practical & useful 

Stakes Wooden, or similar spikes, commonly used for placing tarps & tents, also killing vampires 

Standard An emblem & sometimes a flag - sometimes a combination of both - a regimental trophy 

Stare Firm, hard look that you can muster at need, sometimes quite intimidating 
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Starfish Five armed sea star, slimy & rough & peculiar 

Statuette A small, usually crude statue 

Stave A staff which is shorter than its wielder 

Stave Sling A sling mounted to a flexible stave that propels the stone or bullet 

Steak he better cuts of meat from large quadrupeds 

Stethoscope Listening device for discerning the internal bodily health of a patient, useful in curing 

Stew Thick, hearty soups 

Stick A length of material, usually wood 

Stiletto Slim dagger, easily concealed & useful for stabbing 

Stinger Possibly a type of weapon inflicting stinging hits - possibly a physiological phenomenon unique to you 

Stipend Quantity of money or goods you receive at regular intervals 

Stirrer Whisk, or spoon or simple rod used to thoroughly mix food items 

Stirrups Foot rests attached to a saddle, essential for effective mounted combat 

Stocking A long sock 

Stork Spear billed long legged marsh bird 

Story Possibly a tale you know to tell or possibly a recollection of your own experiences 

Stout Thick dark beer 

Stride Motion of your legs as you walk, possibly distinct, possibly stylish or efficient 

Striker Flint or similar useful for striking sparks & lighting fires 

String Strands of braided thread 

Style Innate quality of personal fashion which cannot be transferred, learned or taught 

Stylus Pen or similar, commonly a solid stalk useful for scratching writing into clay or wax 

Sugar Sweet, addictive powder granting pep, vigor and happiness 

Suit Multiple pieces of matched garments that together convey a specific status 

Sundial Some are elaborate some are simple, they track the motion of the sun to tell time 

Suruchin  rope or chain with weighted spikes at either end 

Suspenders Hold your pants up by connecting over your shoulders 

Suture Stitch or staple for holding a wound closed, helpful when bleeding or cut 

Swallow Small, quick fly catching bird  

Swan Large, territorial & iconic waterfowl   

Sweater Knit upper garment, usually comprised of warm, insulated materials 

Sweetbreads Organ meats & brains of animals slaughtered for food 

Sword Iconic weapon of the fantasy genre, a very long knife 

Symbol Some type of material sign representing an idea, affiliation, culture or family 

Syringe Hollow needle useful for administering drugs, potions & the like 

Tabi Slippers or shoes with separate boss toe segments - useful for rope climbing 

Tablet Could be a concentrated quantity of a drug, could as easily be a large rigid writing surface 

Tacklebox Compartmented box useful for keeping & stowing fishing supplies, usually comes stocked 

Talent An ability or specialist quality that you possess which gives you an edge beyond normal skill 

Talisman Symbolic item worn as proof against a specific sort of harm, commonly in the form of jewelry or a written prayer 

Talwar Deeply curved, single edged sword that retains its thrusting point 

Tankard Large mug, sometimes with a  hinged cap 

Tarantula Large, hairy ground-spiders 

Targa Small shield worn on one wrist 

Targe A more contemporary Targa 
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Tarp Cloth, sometimes sealed or watertight used to protect articles & people from the elements 

Tasset Segmented armor worn over the thighs 

Tattoo Ink stained into a pattern on the flesh 

Tea Hot leaf juice 

Technique A skill or ability that you have a special methodology for performing 

Tekko Spiked knuckle guards for punching 

Tent A tarp or similar that is designed to function as a proper shelter 

Tepoztopilli  Club studded with piercing & slashing components - commonly glass or obsidian 

Tequila Distilled spirits derived from the sap of succulent desert plants 

Terrapin Small amphibious turtle 

Theogony Account of the origins and works of gods - possibly the gods you yourself follow 

Thracian A type of helmet with armored cheek & chin straps, commonly with a large crest 

Thread thin fibers useful for sewing & binding wounds 

Throw A martial move involving putting someone off their feet, usually by superior balance & strength 

Tiara Delicate, jeweled crown typical of smaller, daintier people 

Tie Possibly a binding of some kind, useful for strapping things down, maybe a decorative cravat 

Tiger Huge, striped & murderous hunting cat 

Timber Quantity of wood or building materials prepared for use, usually in substantial quantities 

Timer An hourglass or similar, useful for measuring a certain amount of time 

Tincture Drug suspended in an alcoholic drink - a kind of potent potion 

Toad An amphibian very similar to a frog but with a rougher appearance 

Tobacco Chemical laden leaf of a plant which can be consumed for a bit of joy, usually addictive & valuable 

Toga Elaborately draped cloth garment, in many instances quite substantial & heavy 

Toiletries Undifferentiated items of self care such as razors, soaps & wipes 

Tomahawk Multipurpose axe that can be thrown or used hand to hand - also doubles as a smoking pipe 

Tomato Red & plump fruit full of edible juice & seeds, usually delightfully savory 

Tombstone Grave marker, commonly a carved stone indicating name & lifespan 

Tongs heavy calipers used in smithing & food service 

Tongue The tongue of an animal or a person - could possibly refer to a language or speaking ability 

Tonic Quinine infused, bubbly drink that is proof against some diseases & useful as a cure 

Tool Any number of nonspecific building or crafting items 

Toolbox A conveyance for tools - usually specific to a type of job such as carpentry or masonry 

Tools Collection of tools, usually related to a specific kind of construction or craft 

Tooth Likely the tooth of a person or animal, but possibly one of your own teeth literally or metaphorically 

Toothpick Sliver used to clean your teeth 

Toque Knit cap for colder climes 

Torc Jewelry used for securing a cloak 

Torch Stick or club that is set alight to provide illumination 

Tortoise Large terrestrial turtle, possibly remarkably large & functional as a mount 

Totem Possibly an object of cult significance, possibly a spiritual guide or patron 

Towel Absorbent length of cloth or similar, useful for cleaning & keeping dry 

Toy Any sort of amusement or novelty intended principally for children 

Tradition Something your family or culture does that you retain as a habitual observance 

Trail Mix Variegated assembly of dried food items, usually a combination of salty & savory & sweet 

Trail Rations Nondescript food item which can last on the trail without spoiling 
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Trap Any sort of mechanical snare or portable cage used for capturing  

Trident Three pointed forklike spear - usually shorter, useful for thrusting & throwing & pinning limbs 

Trophy An award of some kind or the conspicuously displayed remains of some challenger or adversary 

Trousers Pants, leg bags, shin-tunnels, hip hiders 

Trowel Modified spade used for spreading paints & mortar 

Trumpet Any sort of musical horn that is played using the combination of strong lips & lungs 

Truncheon Specialized club used to detain & incapacitate 

Trunk Hinged, locked box for storing many items, commonly watertight 

Tumor Growth or carbuncle like item - usually culled from another person, but possibly present in your body 

Tuna Big, meaty bone-fish, a mainstay of sea cuisine 

Turban Headdress made of wrapped cloth 

Turkey Large semi-flighted forest bird, delicious when eaten, possibly domesticated 

Turtle Aquatic hard shelled lizard 

Tweezers small tongs for grooming & extracting miniscule articles 

Twine Rough corded string 

Ukulele Small guitar or lute, easily portable with a pleasant sound 

Umbrella Water-resisting parasol, usually retractable 

Unicorn Single-horned mythical horse-creature, usually only associates with virgins 

Uniform Costume or suit associated with a band or organized group such as a military 

Valaska Long handled battle axe 

Valise Small case for carrying documents & personal items 

Vambrace Armored forearm protectors 

Veal Meat of young cows & the like 

Veil Usually a cloth covering for the face that conceals identity & confers modesty 

Vellum Paper-like writing medium made of animal skin 

Vendetta Either your own drive to avenge yourself or another's drive to avenge themselves on you 

Venison The meat of game animals - commonly deer 

Vest Sleeveless overshirt, a waistcoat 

Vice Some habit or drive that you possess which is unsavory or gauche or harmful 

Vinegar Spoiled wine, useful for cleaning & pickling 

Violin Stringed instrument played with a bow comes in many sizes 

Vision Possibly refers to an aspect of your physiological ability to see - more likely a dreamlike plan 

Vocabulary A book of words & definitions, an aid to learning a language or possibly a facility with uncommon words 

Vocation Job or career which you can perform for pay 

Vodka Distilled spirits made of starchy tubers 

Voice Possibly an authorial writing style, but more probably an aspect of your singing or speaking voice 

Vole Small burrowing mouse 

Vulture Scavenging raptor, symbolic of death 

Waders Overpants that protect from water, useful in fishing & wading 

Wagon Wheeled conveyance that is pulled, usually, by large animals;  May double as a home 

Wakizashi Small curved ceremonial sword, used in public displays of obedience & sacrifice 

Wall Shield Very large shield sometimes with built-in links to attach to the shields carried by others in the line 

Wallaby Small kangaroo 

Wallet Folding case for documents & paper checks & currency, usually somewhat concealable 

Wand Branch or rod which is imbued with a magical force, useful for casting spells or pretending to 
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Warhammer Hammer used in war, usually a long handle with a small dense head 

Wasp Thin waisted flying & stinging beetle like creature, aggressive & spiteful 

Watch Clock or similar worn on the wrist 

Water The essential stuff of life itself 

Waterskin A watertight bag used for carrying water 

Wax Made by bees or the like, this is a thick viscous substance that is easy to shape & has many uses 

Weasel An untamed, vicious ferret 

Weta Extraordinarily large insect, something like a grasshopper 

Wheel A disc or torus shaped object that rolls 

Whetstone Stone used for sharpening the edges of cutting blades 

Whip Long piece of flexible material used as a weapon or a punitive hindrance 

Whiskey The water of life, distilled from grain & aged in barrels 

Whisper Your distinctive muttering speech, an aid in secrecy or trickery 

Whistle Possibly a physical object, like an instrument, possibly a physical ability to create a sound like a bird 

Wig Artificial hair worn as a disguise or to enhance one's appearance 

Wimple Headdress that covers the neck, head & face 

Wine Fermented grapes or possibly another fruit 

Wink A gesture involving blinking just one eye-  frequently quite dashing 

Wire Length of semi-flexible material that can take a shape and retain it, usually fairly tough 

Wish Your heart's truest desire 

Wolf Large, wild canine, frequently encountered in familial packs, legendary adversary of people 

Wolverine Enormous & powerfully built weasel - usually very dangerous and quite hostile 

Worm A cylindrical invertebrate animal, some are parasitic 

Wreath Woven bundle of flowers & branches 

Wrench crescent shaped implement useful for turning bolts, pipes or other rigid items 

Yak Horned, shaggy bovine or a considerably huge goat 

Yam Sweet, delicious & nutritive tuber, excellent in pies 

Yari Sophisticated longbow capable of being fired from horseback 

Yarn woven strings comprising a soft cord useful for sewing 

Yatagan Forward swept single edge longsword 

Yawn Something distinctive about your yawn 

Zebra A striped & generally wild Equine, usually found in herds 

Zischagge Lobster-tailed helmet 
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